If found, please send by Mail or Express to the owner at least the 2d, Harvey, Washington D.C.

And all expenses for recovery will be paid by the owner.

Who will be under many obligations.

Robert 10 C.B. 1764
To A. Friend 1764
Wednesday May 2nd 1860.

This is our first morning, and good bye taking the M.P.R.R. for the Pacific side of the continent. St. Louis seems very full of business. the closing of the war has released a large mass of free men during the rebellion. It is now and will continue to be the great city of the West. The great city of the great valley of the Missisippi and their tributaries. The finest country without doubt in the world. The great number of streams lying along the land remain one of the chief in 1839. hamer said Thomas that Mr. L. A. Rolfe Brigham on the same train. Nothing it very pleasant. He (Mr. S) is a very brilliant man. He is on his way to inspect招生 tube in his comment. He wishes me to pay particular attention to the Mission question, to get at the true state of affairs. The country about St. Louis, many miles most beautiful - and finds filling up with country residence of gentlemen of independent fortune. The Old town along the Missouri some miles and actually the Missouri at South king
Country Fever saw wee Columbus SX. I do not wonder. One could never through such a Country. But like old 2., I am more of a Texan. As I see this Country, I know how laborious men can toil for. The year in New England, I saw one of this Country in the only explanation - This beautiful Country stretch as far as 4. miles. And much for this. We took supper at Beloize, where we used them as much of the dishes. After a tide, we rode todeposit. At 10 o'clock, and I got up at the hotel house. Walking on the porcher floor, with some ten others, from 10 o'clock on the first. One sleep - and I determined hope to return. Over 500 men and astonishing of the little folkings, displayed by old Mr. Or old 2. I left Gene 5. at the depot.

Thursday May 3rd.

Our breakfast at Beloize City - I walked up into the town - a Scotland place but some fine buildings - the High Court Building...
it difficult to get about the city.
The omnibus took me to the depot.
the Union R.R. S.D. on the State line,
and at 7:30 the train from Mankato
started down and we went off that
longer ride, the time no sleep, and did
not see the man either. On the depot
left the man with Benz for baggage
the Circuit judge on train. Arrived Lawrence
10 o'clock. Not much once country along the
Kanawa River. Not much settled. But a
good country. Lawrence I think I saw once.
Went by my brother and Ed Montgomery on
the trip. The train is a fantastic journey
place. More of this any there seen
since left St.Louis. Writing to my brother.
just out side of the City. Be your place
situated forty-one under cultivation on
North West place of the Kansas. Comfortable.
Mrs. Brown very nice people. I like them
very much. The prairie about is.
beautiful as you can wish. Not as
dry level. But rolling. Was a member
of old acquaintance. Among them Mr. W. and
I. and Brown. Met out the village on the
Evening or afternoon. Retired early. Quite tired.
Wrote better. No news. Wrote a note to wife.
Friday, May 26.
Met into town with Mr. Brown
and Meatie. Made a call on Mrs. Brown and
her wife in this City. Much pleased with
Mr. Brown. Be their much pleased to think
they called. Fire in house and all the
people out to see it. Soldiers being and
the fire. Saw the processions pass through.
Town. The big, a hunting as possible to be.
Saw Mr. Mitchell of the mexican girls in from
Santa Fe. Says the mexicans are troublesome
like trekes and that the people in much
disasure with mexican girls being sent to them.
I wrote to Carl Brubaker on the subject
and asked him to send Carl Beam attention to
it. Received a letter from Mrs. Beam.
The seem quite nice. Or lovely. Wrote her a
long letter. We all attended the cures in the
morning. Took Meatie to see the Old ladies
the next thing and the learned women.
the latter a homily without doubt. The
best sermon. The church was crowded to
overflowing and a very appreciation.
Wednesday May 5th.

Went into town - caught in snow - snow was heavy - and many friends - received a letter from Mr. Skelly of Minnesota - on Mon. [February] 2nd. - heard from Map. 6th. - Nov 8th. You're long letter - I think it's so nice - and to thrilled me - and to Skelly, think the evening at the Sierra's playing scene - to old gentlemen and Skelly, very pleasant - I could not talk to Mr. Skelly as I wished because I was afraid to hurt her feelings - by declining to

Saturday May 6th.

Do not claim church - took a ride with my sister and went up with the hills to take a view of the town, a splendid picture. I have heard enough to convince one of the attractions of the general public, to convince me that it is beyond doubt the most all bland and affairs of the town Ed Norton out to see me. I write a letter to Mr. Skelly - as usual. It was a clear beautiful day.
Monday May 7th 1866

Went into the town and saw a number of friends. Called on Dr. and Mrs. Brooks and did some shopping. Purchased some family and children's medicines. Best thing was the very nice letter from Miss James, written at home - she is quite bopping. I think. Went to bed at usual. Spent the day at home. Left Mr. and Mrs. Martin at the station. Mrs. Martin died. Received a splendid letter from her - the last one I shall receive before I reach New York. It is a nice one. The news of my account. Tomas decided to drive one on with Mrs. Martin and herself to go with me. Rain all afternoon. Pleasant evening. Went a ride with Tomas and Martin.

Tuesday May 8th

Went into town in morning and did some errands. Made my will in presence of Mr. C. Brooks and some other. Also, here my life insurance in Columbia Accident Insurance Company for five months being $500. Received a note from Comrie for which I am to deposit with Mr. Martin to have released. Received a splendid letter from her - the last one I shall receive before I reach Eastlake. It is a nice one. The news of my account. Tomas decided to drive one on with Martin and herself to go with me. Rain all afternoon. Pleasant evening.

May 9th 1866

Bob Comerre and the good people goodbye at 9 A.M. Called at Hotel Hope company - rode nice. Nice morning to drive. Nice carriage. Passed over the best country I ever saw. The bottoms on the three lands away from RR house, it as fine land as I ever wish to see. I should like to own a farm of possum. Part forever and
very unfortunate fact for me. Put up at the Cawston House. Tried to find about the shop and found I must go to Nelson to know some of the gentlemen. Mrs. Norton made me police for the night. Met the gentleman I did not meet at the hotel. Opened the evening with Mr. Johnston. I did not want to help Annie. However, I could do it. Next morning, a beautiful day and evening. The river, calm, but opposite a low flat. We left the river very close, so it was very easy to go away any time. Needed the trouble about the partnership at the hotel. Left my letter with Mr. T. T. Students.  

Thursday, May 10th.

Wrote the letter with Annie in the morning. A splendid place it is - in my opinion. It is no longer a village except at a storehouse. The R.R. went by everything so far out. Saw Morgan. Fare before Earl Huffman, F. C. Dodge, and other officials. Morgan assured I should stay. But I decided to take off by 11 and take the first boat for Nelson. Saw the C.P.始建 or call for a perfect old grumpy. Sis not see the boat. One satisfied the
Glad you are en return from
I could find but little information at
the Post. Emil Hofmoller does not live
the place. Meet at all. Sorry to say,
the Messie Adam got up about 11:00. They
left for Minnie Farm. I left at 1 PM - On Satur. One
only. Kind enough to force me on to Adrain.
You have to get on his way to make it
attend this P.R. Here nice Miss Broding quiet
protest. But a quiet lady. Left Demor at Nelson
a while past. Mr. and Ed. Mitchell and
McPhee come to the R. I have one done app.
next by Consign. Letter to Adrain, or opposite.
Reached Adrain 5 PM. Coat and hand towel
not yet off comfortably before dinner.
The people all polite. I have
to get to miss my line
in one piece times a friend and companion
not with talk. I felt too lonely to
write a post letter. Had some one started
up a question by the Money. Mother's a
friend of Annie - France law pleased.
Here and there will a chapter - He built
the theatre and house. In desians. There
was a quiet resisted by the town.
All the best for July. Take me to the party. My little acquaintance status is ok. I'm Rounds less written to Johnny Keith.

Hope some one wrote little Rosalie and let Annie. - I'll the true theme when Bridget said on the AM. D. and rel. my opinion on that question. This the letter. Don't tell them: -

Hope a call on Rosalie and see. Remind paper. Attended the theater was the lone house on the edge of Muscatine, a quiet day - but not very well packed or attractive. Very warm day. - an a very dull place today. People who get there are that fine office is on. Not at all busy as the day before.

Saturday May 12th 1900.

Spend the morning walking about the place. Called on Mr. Keith and talked about the papers. In the afternoon took a ride with Mr. Bougher - went out onto the hills - a fine view of the place. It is well located for a city, yet never in suspension will be a large town. Nothing to make it so. The OPR.

O being pushed out with someivery Poes to a evening feast but was too early for the once. Write a letter to my little girl - and in the evening Try. Wallop recipient of help from the Lord. The last been similar to everyone. Wallop many thanks for the - are splendid. Rain in the afternoon was followed by a very cool wind. Several writers - Mr. Allen and then went visit Mr. Allen to the theater. The same play - The Life Divine for one. Kind splendid, has my friend, Heusley again. Think him a very nice gat. I feel much better about going.

Sunday: Attended church with Mr. Allen. Attended a Baptist Church - a new, large, square building - have a solemn preacher. Wrote some letter one to Mr. McLean and to some other people. Took a walk down (or up or the) the way when they are going the cool. - Nothing of any interest.


The morning was pleasant and everything was very nice. At the end of a ride of 12 miles we stopped for four hours. The number all the way forward was not very large, but some had not gone as far as the rest. The next stop was for about 28 miles which was the Indian Reserve. An Indian was found. The Indians are very kind. Plenty of game birds of all kinds are found here. An antelope was found. The Indians are very kind to all the company at all. No bear or game was met with. 

The little child was very well and would not be affected by the circumstances. Some little sandwiches were served at breakfast. A nice dinner at St. John's. A nice dinner at St. John's. Thunder showers made the roads muddy and miserable. But we rode all. Passed the night very comfortably. Much more so than expected. No trouble to sleep. Some a pillow was furnished by Mr. Moore very nice. All persons boarding in stoves should have a pillow by all means. The country passed over a splendid farming country. 

Green lawns. Beautiful scenery near us.

Thursday May 15. Reached first at Dundy. Not much of a town. Scenery continues. Road very bad coming in and out increased. More Indians passed by the way. Passed the Big Sandy river where we took dinner. Most of the company then ever before. Passed New Denver. The day, cold. Met a Mr. Smith, the hotel keeper of the day. Heath plentiful - must and I had a plenty of fun. Nice flowers along the road. Nice Ranches. Met and passed several Indians. Mostly Indians.

May 17th. 230 miles. Passed at Dundy. Farmer at F. Bond. Nice ride. Saw the Berrington of the 46th Regiments - just journeying up to get into the passes beyond. Searched for him. Found them here. Beautiful scenery and good riding. Reached the Pilot Valley about 15 miles before the mouth of it. This is a mile.
Friday, May 18th.

Breakfast at Collonwood 95 miles.

Beautiful country more like a desert than that we had found some. Made a call on Squire Lincoln - fine house and wire fencing in very poor shape. I am sorry to see the i also in decay. Someite trouble. The officers of the 14th will be here. Schemes were
to be. Our men about appointments were
very pleasant. There is a small garrison at Collonwood. The food is very good. Rice and soup. We ate
very well. People along the route took much
interest in meeting pleasant for the H. and
myself. They appeared well concealed.

The news, had supper at Lincoln Station.

The quantity of alcohol on the trail remains the same as when I left. It is often as strong as pay. I think the cattle had drank of it. The cows seem to grow better. Not
soon enough to rear a calf. Took a ride in evening cut side with the stream and have a nice breeze.
a bright night to ride out side —

Scared not in the night realizor that we

win not going through on old Country

- Platte grow. Smeller Smeller

May 19th.

Breakfast at Julichberg 4:30 m
very time we were . Dwell on rail White

The FM - and ale on the Creasy Office
did not see the letter - Son Webster he said

The Complainion there was common - Cannot
see the use of the poor - better be on the

RepUBLIC - Lord NT Dollin - Cord

- Only 2 Companies of galloose Troops

Here were - the good report about the Troops

Now we left two of our passengers

Think for we were pretty comfortable

We find more of the weather there with dry

Before. Son Batltsfie - Plenty of snow will limit

As Buffalo - Country poor and poor. Always

a side reward, Platte. Higher and smaller

Get us more with some time on an

accounts of the same. Not a little fort

80 Miles along that River - Platte Join -

May 20th. Breakfast at Rock Bluff

56 Miles. Beautiful Morning - First on

the Rocky Mountain - the all covered with

Snow look like White Clouds for our

Appearance - It is a beautiful sight one

of great magnificent as we approach

the Mountain. The most prominent peak is

Lonym Peak one Mile to the Other Peak

The rail broken or through it. At the river to

the base of the high Mountains - once

through may was as distant from the plains.

Iam every time but so much pleased with

He were that I forget the fatigue -

He was splendid - beer and some more

my one sin to some extent - Now I dont

work for Mrs. Annie to see the sight

She may be able some day. I hope

The profile over the scene of the Indians

Mission. So the guns and burned

Punch. At Godfrey we saw the commu-

nity more for défini - He and been

in delivering. the fahmner, every attempt. They

mode to drive them out. He does not

want to see them any more. He doe

not believe in treaties with them. left

Monday May 21.

Called on the Reverend O. P. M. and my friend C. S. Both ready to show me everything. Read through the book and all the papers of the Reverend, think them in fair condition. Saw some Mule and horse and up from Salisbury for Col. The present lot of cloth I ever saw entirely suitable - and without Covery. Col. H. seems to be disposed of the real quantity of stores as fast as he can deal them.

Col. Robinson also seems to be doing all in his power to get things exchanged out. The Company of Galenwick Brothers. Batch here of no use whatever. They are in all cases defeated against - and in my opinion should be. Mastered out, made a number of calls with Mrs. Topham - see judge Hilles. Some edition or other, all very pleasant. Except an opinion expressed in the paper and giving my answer of refusal affair much to my disgust - I took a ride in evening with Col. Howson.
and had a glass of wine – All the people here speak well of Utah – Their place will be next when the
Treaty for immigration is introduced.
My room in the OLD building quiet next – and comfortable. Took a walk with
the boys – wrote a long letter to my letter. Wrote to Corra – Retta join
No work – Work arrangement to
go on Wednesday to.Level City and the mines – and then go on to the
Middle Park of the Rocky Mountains.
A small party will go along. –
No shower in the mountains but now
there, it seldom rains here during the
summer. Retta join – in good health

Tuesday May 23rd 1866
Spent my time writing, inspecting the
old mine &c. Matthew, I think my letter
a true man. He is much troubled because
he cannot employ Citizens and the others
are such crooks they cannot be
trusted. They are a portion of the
governed people. There is a large
quantity of stores of almost all kinds in
this place – it is being distributed as
fast as possible. The old county
Came out until there supplies are de-
pleted. I hear more and more of the
farms that have been practised upon the
government – but it does not seem
possible to get hold of the guilty person.
It is evident that these farming the old
have a very corrupt – No doubt about
it. I called on several gentlemen
with Mr. Hoffman went and looked at
some specimen of jewelry made out
here – very neat – I think I shall
order a set of buttons for that town.
If I can get what will suit me,
I become a splendid letter from her...
a gentleman on the street told me

Wednesday, May 24th, 66.

Please Memory. Pity my lack of time. Wish you by our party canvassing

of the last two months. To be teen with

Louis Foppa, the clever brother.

Two Excursions. Many supplies of all

Today. People more kind to me. As busy as

Wish me in Denver. People very kind to

Wednesday. Broke over a nice country for

Some fine places - lovely and extensive.

Orange. From approximately Clear Creek.

the delightful little crossed by any

area, beautiful - rivers and the forest,

and the trees. The high ground

hills of the city, a nice little place

Some money here - expect to move

Mr. P. L. Sorensen. Not a member of

people going to the mining.

A little center of the Michigan, to see

or in the mountains. The view

toward the river and all other

directions splendid. The view would

would have been following as a break

of Clear Creek. The hills on Crystal with

cider trees, benches, in South Dakota.
The bedside first demanded to have tea and whipped cream. Two of my little girls — Norah — she could see it was the scenery, — and Bessie — if the heart of the Valley Mountain. The people generally look pretty here. Many nice people come from all parts of the country. Did not pick up any firewood!

Friday, May 27th.

Consulted by Dr. Beveridge. Visited the parlor and entered some button for Mr. Beveridge — then the party went to the work of Mr. Deane. Under charge of Dr. Johnson. Mr. Mellen — saw the process.

Breakfast was at 9 o'clock. Gave the men all their turn off, 10 o'clock run off a button. At dinner sight — then drank on prairie — and run off in order. Over four thousand dollars spent on firewood. Mr. Johnson a gentleman of education and refinement. From then went to the Black Forest.
at 2 P.M. at Mast's - Seed Hall and Mr.
Bellister joined us - a splendid dinner
well served. Fine wines. Beautiful Speech
by Chef. Very pretty music. But decidedly
pleasant. Thanks to Lyon Company. As
nice a time as I ever had. Dine in pleasantly
with the hospitality of Wards. Dinner again
at Mast's. Mr. Varela's toast. Left Central at
8 P.M. going down Slopes of the Reveal
Gulch. All the Country beyond. The lovely
summer everywhere as usual. The road to
Gulch up and down - an immense
slew down the Reveal. On - lots of a
beautiful valley. On the Abercrombie ranch.
Scenery as pleasant and picturesque as ever
anywhere. The snow tip mountains in
sight everywhere. Hot springs at below.
And from Slopes magnificent for the
Country, up the Abercrombie grade. The grade
is so gradual that there will be no
trouble in building a track. Very good
but easy grade. Saw on the
Mountain magnificent sheep descrip-
tion. Reached Bishop a beautiful
little valley - in a valley between
Tuesday May 22nd 1866.

After a nice breakfast at Mr. Tom Jones we took up the route due S. Miles. From Hope, one of the best views, the clear sea met our gaze. The sea seemed to go on and on. The sea is a quiet, calm body of water. The waves are small and quiet. The sky is clear, and the sea is calm. We went past a small island, and then turned back to the mainland. We continued on our way, passing through a small town and then into a forest. The forest was quiet and peaceful, with trees reaching up to the sky. We continued our journey, passing through more towns and forests. The day was beautiful, with the sun shining brightly and the air fresh and crisp.

By the time we reached our destination, we were all exhausted but happy. We enjoyed the beauty of nature and the serenity of the sea. Our trip was a great success, and we were all looking forward to our next adventure.

Wednesday May 23rd 1866.

Today was a day of rest and relaxation. We spent the morning walking along the beach, enjoying the warm sun and the sound of the waves. We then had a delicious lunch at a small restaurant, followed by a leisurely afternoon of reading and relaxation. In the evening, we went for a walk along the coast, taking in the beauty of the surroundings.

Thursday May 24th 1866.

Today we continued our journey, passing through more towns and forests. We saw many interesting sights, including a small waterfall and a beautiful lake. The day was filled with excitement and adventure, and we were all looking forward to what the next day would bring.

Friday May 25th 1866.

Today was a day of rest and relaxation. We spent the morning walking along the beach, enjoying the warm sun and the sound of the waves. We then had a delicious lunch at a small restaurant, followed by a leisurely afternoon of reading and relaxation. In the evening, we went for a walk along the coast, taking in the beauty of the surroundings.

Saturday May 26th 1866.

Today we continued our journey, passing through more towns and forests. We saw many interesting sights, including a small waterfall and a beautiful lake. The day was filled with excitement and adventure, and we were all looking forward to what the next day would bring.
Plenty of timber along the mountain to choice. The bear is not the same here as in western parts. The snow does not drift in the pass with my opinion nor can put the trail over the mountain. The snow will be gone by 1st July or a couple of weeks. The snow storm (sledding) was great at our camp. Posted about 8 miles out of the mountain. Am put on my coat by Mrs. Packer.

Leif.

Packing Over Rocky Mountain

May 21st, 5:30 PM

Up the Mt. No snow, no trees or thickets. A foolish time on top of a snowing. We have camped on the base of the mountain. Not a nice dawn of snow, trees, or water. Nick Adams, only man in the troupe, cut a big stick and tied it to the top of the pack. We went a long while on the top of the mountain. We took our mules about a mile on the snow—then to see the people. The Dominic, Elic & Henry get along nicely.
Sawing they were not pack mules. The scenery from the top of the party is not a picture. The snow is magnificent. Cherries used to go through the trees. The lake of the peaks is above the snow line. Even snow which was not in the forest. Another alone game. Inference quietly quietly a line in the sky. We wrote a note to write. Benny and Will brought the horses at last. It was difficult to get them down. I rode down the Pacific slope. Much of the way on my small horse. Yesterday, one in the snowly snow. We did not go very far. Some of the party very tired - and difficult to get them to go any farther. The Coe grew out and we had to rest for them. Snow became soft and we got down the slope making it very tiresome. Concluded to come as 2 pm next day untill morning. We did not get down more than 5 miles from the lake. Through it seemed much more. The camp on the bank of the river near the river. The river was very cold. We made a fire. I will build. Through a camp - and may be.

Construction. We left camp here in camp to go back to Juneau. Found the party. The party very tired. We had some coffee. Pot was plucky. Placed it. Hi. We coffee and sleep. Much fun. Had lots. Many from a fine companion. Hello, also, girl. A letter designated. Each of them was meant to drink. We said very nicely with L hole, however. Very gay. Our camp on the bank of the river. The picture splendid. The one only the scene magnificent. The little snow storm added to our amusement.

Monday May 26th. Lab.

Much about little boys. Very stiff and sore but feeling quite well. Party is good cheer. Poor bedfellows. Snow bon and for a while - and then because too soft - boy left. Thought we should never get out of the snow. Plenty of timber all the way down the valley.
Mr. Park shot a Mr. O'Flanagan - some
subject of rather interesting and not in the least
usual nature. We got into the Park - some animals
brought us to the house - all very kind and
done some miles thought to be about
three times as long as usual. The
three splendid Brides, Bertha, and
Sister - came in to Park at the same
place. They were all very kind. Belonging
to Doctor O'Fly - Bernard Metz to
Picks our things and gave me one to
ride. Made an effort. 

Tuesday, May 24th.

We had a very fine day - and of
flowers - for Miss
Armee - Rose about four miles and
walked the same. Concluded to go to
Camp, but we soon both to bring
our mules and animals finished
they can carry through the pass,
and Mr. Whiting - Office. They got into
flowers from our new friends. (Silva
Geo. B.) From one to another. Pickup a
pair of oxen, three and four, with
a little Indian arrow head, some peat
of the wintering, the we for May 24th.

The Park comes with some struck.

but very thin, a variety of flowers.
Brides wanted flowers. Made going of
the house. My horse a Connemara with plumes
more camp on a hill. Avoided a
good supper. For miles now. The snows are
shown. A large quantity of snow.was
making it warmer, and about
11.30 they were taken very sick, vomiting
and constipating. I sat up with them until
2 a.m. Even better now. Better a little.

Friday, May 24th

Penke Camp with, and went on to
the top of the divide and went
with Camp. River down where we
stayed for dinner, the provisions
nearly exhausted - and no signs of the
horses from Jones Camp, the month was about 12 miles from our valley to another. A series of poles came from the top bush and a variety of flowers. Our party very tired and decided to go into camp and wait for horse, coffee flour enough for supper. Good storms set in - our situation very discouraging. Tried to get our crew set up mostly by the night, Bentotto slept nothing, Shime I met Peter between Somersby and Melrose, sick again all well and gay. Had just finished the story of the fight between Cheverie and a large assisted by Martin. Very funny, a distinctly wicked and right - most as I ever seen. I think our friends from British very come - Frank Powell walked in. Have slept near this spring. Nothing would how we to speed a winter in their country. I do not see how it will ever be possible, too many kinds of game here.

Tuesday, May 30th 1906

Past camp at 3 a.m. About 10 a.m. left in camp. Arrived from Jamie Poquay - left camp at 4:00. No breakfast. Had a little of bread, Bob, here (Ashley Franklin) wealthy Co. An old soldier in the Confederate army. Now at camp of John Borden Dept.incerely of the animals belonging to same. Turned out for a day or so.
Living with Charlie better than knew to me everywhere.
I was very tired. Some continued to vine from the hills.
When off, very cold, wind blew. Not from men.
Black & Deck at junction of three streams with Fred
& at least one of Cotton, downing them, on to the
pavement in snow. Passed by the hotel. Spring.
The water
in Brand there too high to ford so as to get to the
spring streams. Shot a Rattlesnake near one. Then in
Cook's Willemore took at the mouth, or down off a
steep ledge there. Caught one gnat. One knows
the old one has eyes on each six place right
but pretty mostly three out. If one has not gone
from one Dick we should him suffer a
good deal. Perhaps I have some. Dick and I have
taken into the Cotton (Bitter), about 4 am. Still
moving. Turn here some wild ducks. ducks fly for
been coffee. went back. wore a blood and
felt splendidly, driving very close on horse
但仍 to coming down to forest tent. all the
little in camp by 8.30. Feeling entirely better
Now one back. went Jeep.

Article with myself outside.

Dined the night with Fred and the party, to eat
burned in about 6 pm. Some one I saw in camp
very grayly, Her, Black Bear, Mohawk River, etc.
word. Much went not why. Have a warm flax, but
All description of an Esquimau Cabin will
not compare with the meals of Utter Cabin.
In reality of the coins now in splendid, common
between the words. Not rich wood. Learn to think.
In my opinion to serve much from never
very deep. Odar's whiten winter which can
be seen. Our camps near the western boundary
of the Middle Prok. Core snow, not a few
miles. Come to the city once more North East
by about 7 pm. Have some hundred
area under cultivation. Cannot see what
brings a snow down here. This whole country
now in my opinion a lake. The evening of the
from the drain, the valleys, has a great many
flowers in bloom in the snow, literally
covered with snow in bloom. We cultivated
Black Rock, and Cape Willow.

The Mary Little girl is not with me. To explain the
handsome and to see her through.
the valley in Rever, plant of yam, assuming lives
at winter without hay.
Thursday June 30th 1766.

Some tried fishing, some hunting deer.

Boat trip with Martin, Sue, Horser.

Noisy appearance; Indians had a boat ride again.

On the Beaver trip, look & wonder more.


draw a day or a few days so much.

Quite lovely. Talk of starting home.


draw a storm on the mountains on west side of the Ford.

In the distance, could see a storm.

The morning, shining in some part of the horizon or above.

In the Ford, several series of basins.

With low ridge of hills.

Saw with us on the right, hunt, and face of the fun as ever.

Front on our right and a man with knife among us.

I went to do something for him.

We had trout for supper. No game drink.

All the people from phones up to see us. Set up a tent.

Held a great many funny things.


draw a storm on the mountains on west side of the Ford.

In the distance, could see a storm.

The morning, shining in some part of the horizon or above.

In the Ford, several series of basins.

With low ridge of hills.

Saw with us on the right, hunt, and face of the fun as ever.

Front on our right and a man with knife among us.

I went to do something for him.

We had trout for supper. No game drink.

All the people from phones up to see us. Set up a tent.

Held a great many funny things.


draw a storm on the mountains on west side of the Ford.

In the distance, could see a storm.

The morning, shining in some part of the horizon or above.

In the Ford, several series of basins.

With low ridge of hills.

Saw with us on the right, hunt, and face of the fun as ever.

Front on our right and a man with knife among us.

I went to do something for him.

We had trout for supper. No game drink.

All the people from phones up to see us. Set up a tent.

Held a great many funny things.


draw a storm on the mountains on west side of the Ford.

In the distance, could see a storm.

The morning, shining in some part of the horizon or above.

In the Ford, several series of basins.

With low ridge of hills.

Saw with us on the right, hunt, and face of the fun as ever.

Front on our right and a man with knife among us.

I went to do something for him.

We had trout for supper. No game drink.

All the people from phones up to see us. Set up a tent.

Held a great many funny things.


draw a storm on the mountains on west side of the Ford.

In the distance, could see a storm.

The morning, shining in some part of the horizon or above.

In the Ford, several series of basins.

With low ridge of hills.

Saw with us on the right, hunt, and face of the fun as ever.

Front on our right and a man with knife among us.

I went to do something for him.

We had trout for supper. No game drink.

All the people from phones up to see us. Set up a tent.

Held a great many funny things.
decide to stay with them. Think hes ought to go with me. Jones felicitate to go the other way. Thought Backards Pass - Reader End and Back went hunting. Rovin the fly at Jones. He made a splendid catch, very a beautiful one, becoming any occasion - I predict him a place in Congress at an early day. Hunter returned before evening with an Antelope a bit and some very nice that. Trunk and antelope delicious. Late supper with Jones and come home to bottle. Rather a stupid time for me.

Have a talk with J. A. H. Reader (Shortt Cut led me), an old mountain man. He says the best route for a RR will be by South Platte. The Cache la Poudre or Fort Eddy. Thence across 18 black hills, 14 miles through Big Corin, coming with North Park across divide of Westward Wash Park by Whitelys Porter and out of Wash Park by Good Pace. He says the low been over three time come says it will only be at least 100 miles to Ludlow.

from the present route. He also told me of the immense gold springs east of Bond Those, first seen and also sulphur springs. The salt one will look on map. He in going down to select them by hunting the land. Large home in Denver though I never shall repeat my trip. The bloom in the Mountains splendid. Supreme to bustle in every one else.

Saturday, June 2nd 1866

Beautiful Morning. Dick plans to get off after the stock. Frank in his usual good feeling and nature. Breakfast as usual. Stardock better. Took us as to go fishing & Dick did not stay in all the stock much to Frank's disgust. Fe went after it. The gathering off all the stock to start from a Ranch in the Wash Park. The animals
love the sun of all the Rocky Mountains.
The Good consists of a few logs put up into a good shape - the little bay has no floor.
A dirt so - Free of grass - nothing like all such places. Dirt dirt dirt. But in all rocky towers I ever met none true
good hunted men in the world. Hospital to a few - give us their bed. Beet.
Your coffee very. I hope they may long live and be happy. All the time
they are queer kind of the licor.
Big the forty years by. Life looks Martin
Horwalt Park. Easy to part with them.
1135. Am we turned our boat on the
Camps where we live been so nicely.
Yester day evening - a bright sunshine and all fresh air.
The two men along nicely. No adventure except.

Mr. Joel From his house. He went with Dining own
Until a fellow across the stream who
Came and conducted us across
the ford. And cross once more took
a bath in the spring. The water
in some of these is 70° through
one was bathed in July some ten
foot through the air. When you first
step in it is so hot you cannot
bear it. But it can become very
pleasant indeed. A very delicious
both I knew him. The water in our
impressive with. Scourers gone that
it is very offensive to the smell. Our
unpleasant. The whole of the dome
about there is a tepee. Formed by the
agreement of stone stones and
then by the cortes. It comes out
in various places and only a few
just above the river right at the
mouth of the great river Conway. A
beautiful place indeed - of the spring
was in 1814. That it would be an immense
fortune the best plan. The water cool.
fish in about five minutes. Got a beaver
tail for exes and some more antelope.
In the opposite side of the river there
are no sulphur springs. The Conway
is a deep, splendid fall. Everyone
quickly. Andy, a man follows the
spring two men taken and these people
Soon after starting, Charlie Ucles came up and joined us. We went to bed and got home by 8 o'clock. I did not rest well the next night and only slept a few hours. We camped about 1/2 mile from the springs. The one letter received from the party at the springs had been one of keenest sadness and impotence. I hate the name of the Mormons and consider them the most wicked, most evil people on earth. We camped and rode on all day.

On Monday June 1, camped about 1/2 mile from the springs and had best morning I've seen. Charlie Ucles is a tall, lanky fellow who carries his arms out to his sides and his legs out to the side. He is very uncomfortable. He slept all day and didn't move. I helped a good deal of the day, but the sun was very hot and I had to stay in the shade. We left camp at 5 P.M. and rode 12 miles, then camped at a small stream. We had a fine dinner and slept well.

On Tuesday June 2, rode about 6 miles, then camped at the foot of the springs. We had a good breakfast and rode about 6 miles, then camped at 3 P.M. We rode about 12 miles and camped at a small stream. We had a fine dinner and slept well. The next day, we rode about 10 miles and camped at a small stream. We had a good dinner and slept well. The weather was very hot and we had to stay in the shade.
Old night a terrible place to be in a deep snow storm.

Monday June 26th 1866.
Up at 4 am. Down on seat to a deep bed and read and spoke. Got coffee and put on our good boots on the last. A terrible walking most of the way. Pouring the snow was an old trick.
My unwelcome paladin we could walk through a snow and not see the road. It was not well. Did forty yards at 9 am. A better fellow. Never lived God bless him. We would take no money. I gave them on order for some fury that the delusion of Coldwater promise to pay him at grade. We went back our letters walking to front. It was very hard work. Some of us would lose the edge. We will a little side.
All got along nicely. At our errors know and some would 11:30 know what we called on as believed but no answer. Pushed along one son saw a fresh track and men. Plenty of miners going to Bear River 3 o clock.
Our ame dinner. Cystred. Tea. Coffee. Mikes could see my letter. Thay's a little while: I'm sure it would have eaten up much. Our party was well. I'm certain of the prettiness of wagon road and I think tol a PM. But then the mountains are great for one time. I hope some time when the snow is off to go there and hunt. Host been cold. Order twelve: morning, cold and breakfast at dusk. Snow blown all night. My system OK.

Wednesday June 15th

Fred's compound left 8:30. Host showing War in 100. Dnnp 8:30. Home hot snow two hours. Red blankets and brown cloth. Saw Mr. Ferris. Mach party on their way to Middle Port. Went on to Schoe without with Mr. owl. Both a hot bath in hot dresses. Host very hot or plenty. But comfortable. Snow to be the same height at 8th street in the M.P. but I doubt it. Not near.
Wednesday June 5th

Breakfast with Mr. Hays and had a very nice meal. Mr. Minniss decided to go to Denver with me. Met the good people of Central goodbye at 12 o'clock in Denver. sung a few songs with Mr. Hays. nice gentleman. Miss me several promises. Hope he will keep them. I promised to send him a photograph and copy of the banks report. The people of Central City treated me friendly. They deserve success in mining for they have a good heart and good will. I am glad I went up there. Hope the road through it will be built, and the cable will go there.

No ride along nicely with Frank and crossed our terms about 10 AM. Join hiram back to New Orleans and pretty. Took dinner at Central City. a real of dinner. nice dinner it seemed really good. Left out of the mountains. Reached Denver at 9 PM. 12 AM. Got up at 6 AM in the hotel building. Performed pleasantly - made a call on Mr. Potter and also on Mr. Western with hippo. Very pleasant. Called his nice times - very kind lady. Called at the P.O. to see if I could not send another letter from you.

Letter P.O. Denver, June 13th

My dear friend in the Middle Park and very glad to see you back. You are in good shape. The ride from Central to Denver is Beautiful filled with splendid views and mountains. Also filled with mineral wealth.

Thursday June 7th

Came on Dr. Robinson and Willson the 3rd officer. Inspected his stovehouse. He is about 150 thousand dollars of stuff among the accouterments of all kinds. You can imagine. The old Virgin River the Entertaining the river from Iver had to send it to all. To Leavensworth much not worth freight. Mr. Hays had a photograph of the telegraph from the depot every day. The inspector - I found the depot in very good order. Telephoned to Mr. Potter about his son in law about Mr. Robinson who is very taken over this dining room. He also entertained Willson and
attended a funeral in town by
sitting at the desk and writing.

I felt a little out of order, but it
would have been better if I had tried
this form but very early. So it was
with all the other items. A very
pretty woman, age 37, in
1876.

Through the morning, I was
the only one of the men at
the desk. I had a nice ride with
the driver - Dick. Everyone was
the
best
people.
These
have
been
tasted here - with
Richard. The desk
with
my
chair.

We
left
and
started on my way.

Upon
- near
ground
and
boat.

I returned to the hotel and will
the home tonight. Most splendid.

Aye in step - Luck very pleasant.

Saturday, June 7th.
Arrived at Capt. Collin's, 8 a.m. Cold
and sleepy, as well as hungry. Soon
found "Little Whitehouse" and love made
very comfortable. This post is situated
on the Upper Sir Badon river.

Near Valley ditch and will collect
a little ten just above called La Poste,

...
The morning, I do not think the protea is any good for us. —  Girls to the office - see letter. Also recommence to take to the air. We now have a man. Some people. Allen the Butler - a nice gentleman - a friend of Uncle B - let me have his horses. To take a ride - nice turn out. Might make a nice first after. Can be fun. - Much of it for too long. Many nice places in the valley. Some new this place, and I am sure quickly. I think these would be better. - decided to stop inspecting. Some of the order except some. So present of the N.A. (Nice gentleman) on their way. The Cooper River down. Water flowing over all the ground. Great time not necessary. Then began to ride. Thought of the nice ride in 1920. With Sister.

Sunday June 12th. Hail.

Beautiful morning. Stone for fence time. Native grass blue and the of green. Allen was in command at 14 h. Bush one half.

The guests, recommends the North Pole, instead of Roy's. Says it is very quiet. They arrived about 3:30 P.M. the group. Miss Porter and Mr. Allen went with them. Mr. B. Campbell and others went by. I see we attend church. Needed a letter from Bureau Press. Called a fellow for one of blankets and for. Then for a box of paper and owned articles for the route. Left 11h 4 P.M. Took dinner at LePotee with Mr. Taylor, Nation agent, a very pleasant gentleman - nice lady for a wife, a pleasant dinner and all served. This is the lady spoken of by Boller at Yerimie Pond. Know the one for the Abortion, as for a La Reina with all. A nice ride on the way. LePotee once a large place. The valley of the Lake La Reina - valley being one. Called up. Expecting the AR Nile. The agent seems to think the AR will run up the valley of the Bay Cedar - and through the Black Hills. Very fine. So many sources of men ready by the Indians. The domine Secretary should be at the chin. Six weeks ago. I bid Miska.
a good by. I take our supper 11 PM at Virginia Hole, not so neat as at Fort Pike. Shalt be it ever thus the most romantic place in the Mountain - Sorry not to join it by daylight also the summit of the Black Hills, slow sleep in the coach. We are benefited by Allen Butchertake. God to get to work.

Monday June 11th woke up over Big Corcoran where we breakfasted. I pressed over a portion of the intended resce for a post - Nice clean place - good water and nice food - Not a stick of timber within 12 miles and them up the side of the Mountain. It would be cheaper to build if then this would they can be supplied at 1 40 for box boards cost the depthing perhaps now and detected. But just a situation on an open floor 30 ft. wide making necessary to lose much of the time. It does not divide the distance between Bridges and Donor, one does not 150 miles of the stage roads. The distance receiv

Here committed Writing Rains on the roads after October. They go to their fall gathering of meats and their villages, so a party of men encamped during the good weather of the day will be in that it receive they can get back to their occupation the winter commence. After duties of the work is over on ponies the best way to secure them against snow. The ride on over the Big Corcoran and Little Corcoran Plains. Passed many Pines, trees very enough and strong. The Corcora a low running one, for our dinner at Cooper Creek - good dinner - deer meat. Mrs. Wiedewold made here my little like to give her some of her choice eating. (Whiskey furnished by Allen Butchertake) Country passed over broken and on for through flints of banded grove of fancy trees in neighboring hills - Large cedar and birch grove and pinyon. Passed Russell In the night. Told and went in the afternoon. Rossin Come with many beautiful flowers. Almost impossible to stop in Corcor - Mrs. Tice Cooper - very strain about the Indian Country, very
According to our bible at any event the 'wicked' - bop a little gray face with other - ends up at Bracken's in Pittsville. I was born here till morning and came back to a town for a visit. Have a good sleep in a quiet, dry, warm and comfortable

No problem without some grease - Matthew 6:30. The more it verges on work for me. He has been in this country many years and his opinion of some importance -

Tuesday June 3rd 1874
Perdue Post Office Station about 3 o'clock - found a coach kept by a Mr. Indian name of Allen and Company. Set out on a good fresh horse, things not very good corn - very wet. The rest here - done a hungry dinner and out of gear. In a poor hotel on the way broke free - gave a pitiful object - finally to tell. Started Perdue North Platte - about 4 or 5 o'clock. Set like Heaven. Cold and windy. Lost direction and often dinner broke of with Shakerette. Arrived and settled on the proposed floor for a post. Plenty of Shakerettes for

fri woods. fri green. Named after the building known nearby South within a mile of the post - the best place to build here. The corner of the Cherokee Trail on the North Platte - killing timber about 1 mile -

Emerson New. Point where I would locate a fort may be quite nearly. A little trouble to encrypt would send the trail side of the junction a more post. Several places being thoroughly protected by hills and bluffs. The point better than the main. From the Emmett - some of the Medicine Trail runs through the valley of the Platte and its branches. Making it the place where the Medicine are known to live as they pass from the Forks to the Platte or the nearest. To begin of all - had used the other - have covered some fine trails above on the river -

bottles con winter in valley without any fear - see some once Maltese but also used the covey. No horses from either way at all.

Note to heed. Perdue Telegraph...
...some fruit and went to bed. Sis picked some flowers for my basket and it was very beautiful over Yarmouth. No snow station agent. The rain, rain, rain, went to bed early. Rainy motion, a quiver in the little steel at the station.

Wednesday, June 13th.
...got a dog at station - do dogs used to bad time stuck with 2 young men from Gilbert on various questions. They all talked against Mormon and Brigham Young. They told me of the abuse by Indian Agent. 2nd purchase of 2nd hand for $23.50. Sell an agent called with the postman to the Panther and Wilson. Stone never clear. The train station and the quarters rich. A man living in the station. Brigham in connection with the Indians. Extremenly vey dictatious and dictatorial. The Panther and Wilson had the fare and to be a mutiny here. Plenty of fine day. Was at time 1 and enough in time to make the Flame. Allen and I left a Ruth after dinner.

And other people went on. Allen proposed to build a bridge across the North Cloths near crossing 7 Chined. Fevers - in anticipation of snow wouldn't go near that way - spoke the pleasant - saw the workings of the ferry here today. Took in oven 2000. A bridge would take so much and not cost a great deal much too heavy. This is a poor place to have the time. The station men are very agreeable companions. 2nd to a long letter to my sister. As I could see you from a little base. 3rd to a long letter to Mrs. Mormon. Must be early. Partitions in house not very close.

Thursday, June 14th.
Found Stps in this morning. One young Captrain - pleasant man. Shows of much west to independent to start until 11am. Rough even some of the way. Passed over a tree hill. Changed trains at 2nd Statin and went on near 1 hr. Cross the mountains through Bridget Yar. The Would Scarely Know...
They were crossing the Mountains at all. No indications. Picked some flowers for my friend Caroline for her return. Took sulphur baths at Sulphur Springs. A very sulphurous place. I drank some of the water to test it. And at the Hotel station from there out to take up for nightly.

Passed the Man the first time. Shot at Pine Grove Station. Too short at Bridge. Shy of police. Refused to Bridge from Greene River.

Friday June 13th 1866.

Strolled about home, and made good time, not over the same road as nothing very particular along the route. Got no meal until we reached Telluride, and then we furnished a portion of the meal. Nice meal. To Calgrove, the eastern most meal of the White Creek Country. A truly pleasant district. Roads nothing for the Country. Saw some one along the route, a well-dressed gentleman. Refused to give some Ration at Church Butte

But don't. Mrs. Sterling Hunt by being thrown against side of the coach, and my face well bruised. Irish in my eye. Some here rude and mean. Had to go on a few miles and then tied up. Very glad - brought me to Franklin, Union Bridge Rainbow Rock's beautiful water.

Thursday June 16th 1866.

Morn early in the morning and had a nice drive made good time all day. Country prime over much better and thus improving. Some few nice people here, and gave you the much price - sight them very pleasant and quite attentive home. Nothing very particular occurred, nothing with which to dispute the Memo of what occurred there been in the night.

Sunday June 19th.

Bridged to Bridge a nice place. A beautiful Camp in an open Field. hill natural. The fort is in dreadful condition. The fence down. Buildings out of order - Bridge burned up and other stores converted to fuel.
of the Nevada Force in command - to make command - says he has not men enough to keep up police here. In cutting some wood a miserable looking place now. The regular rangers away three men but some 15. men arrived today. I expect them to make a report there. Request made through Mr. Baldwin. I see no use of such a large post. Mr. Frost for a large quantity of provisions around home. A lot of these men the Interior hungry about the post are very friendly - nice fresh water and tea. Beautiful scene from every side. Gold on Mr. Freeman's Mining Camp. Next sett in. Some along side of the road in many places. Much a nice valley on Bear River. Not a nice meal - people Mormon "but very polite. I want forest Echo and Hanging Rock Canyon. By daylight - Beautiful place - rapid descent. In the water are all the fiscus. Condition - drove 10 miles in one hour.

In Hanging Rock and the place where Brigham chose fortitude. Bronopolis - The Corn Poles but still wide enough for forest border. Passed an immense tree coming down - Salt Lake - Richard. Peter River about 7 P.M. Telephoned to Wiley. Be a nice supper and went on about 8 P.M. Ice we would have to take a lumber company from Jennings. Have enough and but little sleep could be here - both in an old woman at 1st Station. Gave - at my pest. Much disagreeable - hot on Westly Stave and designated - winter. Don't allow - Country passed one nearly all settled up and several. Division of freight all along - Stories about Indians in Provo Valley. Other Matter about the Indians for his peace. P. Stewart. Mormon only. Not a war on the Indians this time. Mormon band. Gentle ladies - Rock for along Albright. Some distance - bad water.
Monday June 15th. At Summit near Morning. Passed on to Mountain Dell some very bad places. Met old Adam Betti on his way to Likely. Came from bord books. Very bad. Breakfast at a Mission Bishini. Dismounted there - possible break fast. Dined by our own Little Mountain. Came to Lake Butte. Possible mountain top. Now to walk. Walked over to go down. Also two to walk. Crossed river by some stones. The old Rocky Mountain was in sight. Nice little stream along the route. Reached a view of S.C. about 9:30 AM. A beautiful scene it is. The city does not look as large as it really is. Cut it off the road. Some how they aren't. Reached Holley about 10 AM. First impression. A long walk. Better from my little dodging and evading other letters. Wrote very little. Holley took me to the hot springs for a bath. A splendid bathing place as dinner now - felt better. Took my meals. Broke myself for meals as the Lott Esty lady house. Plenty of strawberries. Met a number of gentlemen of the mining house. One even introduced to a young woman. Very nice. Little girl quite cute - nice as you can see. Letter from Peter Store. Cuba. Also some from Cornie - none from California. Rent disappointed one letter to the married friends. Some money on some coconut. Called on Dr. Hickey's farm. as pleasant a lady as I know. Met in a long, long time. Went to bed early. Very tired, and sleepy. as well as son. To Hamilton and called on me and said he would give me a certificate of my care. Wrote to draw my pay from Accident. Made one more from Amie and put on my face. No news about home. A green book has. Met Evans. Gift of $50. Also look at N. Smith. too. Busy. Lizzie all over town. Accorded stuff, and other gizmos. All live stones till
Wednesday, May 20th.

I did not write, but wrote some letters. I sent a letter to my mother at once and to Mr. Emery, who answered by the letter which advised on the sick question. Indecision shows the need of the command. I walked up to the main house and was turned off by the porter. I did not hear any news. Smith and his men tell me about much of the bad news here. The Rush Valley operations are some of the operations that Mr. Emery has not been informed. I sent a letter to Mr. Emery and one to Mr. Emery. Em! Emery spent the evening with Mr. Emery. Emery said on another trip to the Rush Valley, Mr. Emery said, "Tell my friends".

I did not think they wanted to do so. [I tach "to write a letter to my little pet." I received a very nice letter from her, no news in town.]
Thursday June 21st 1906.

Just landed my time to dress and changing letters. Saw Audline Bodine, etc. I left dinner with Mr. Harper at Dr. Jones' house (Mommy) and nothing present. He had a splendid dinner and enjoyed it much.

Mr. Harper, a nice dear little lady as can be found - bright and pleasant. Song she has lost her boy - after dinner I attended to my writing. The morning I spent at Long Dragoon. Inspected the O.M. Dept. His Shirt. Sicknesses were all as fine. Emotion and showing kept him an attentive about the decision of the ladies. I saw the boys for lumber at Bidwell and Eastern ladies. Also saw the letter from Judge Carter letter to Prime. Also went through the Armoury of the C.1. My Shelter, the store on hand. The O.M. has a supply on hand for the first for a regiment for one year except some corn.

At Fort Slocum - rather stuffy - but decent. Dorothy should see my opinion be built of Iron. And made a permanent post. It being a help every post. To the Pacific. The wooden trench are now Comfortable but will not be so long.

Mr. Garden, the regular trench wth his few vegetables. The boys think they are to last at once and have more or less. Called on Dr. Boardman - a very pleasant lady. She is - took her with Mr. Hotel due here a very pleasant time. Mrs. Boardman present. Also Rev. Barker - a pleasant evening. I wrote a note to my little girl and stated - Bye and love much better because God bless the Mormon.

Friday June 22nd.

A cold over day - a few in the morning very comfortable. Went to Bodine and Mr. Whetstone, and some others. Told me of much. Mr. vision of the 1st in the Commanding office here. Wrote not completed. The Company
of the H. P. tour - her class 87 men lost
only 14, by disposition. One of five with
the Company - I was ride out to the Spring
and built a bath. A splendid place for
bathing on horseback. No letter for me.
Keesey send from W. U. and had some
of the photographs - photo. Colar on
the fine and exciting - some fun and
a pleasant evening - even - cold - frie
to go. All Smith tell me some
jokes and gave me some oil writing.
No news from the western front.

\[Note to Wife last\]

\[\]

\[Saturday June 28th\]

\[Finished writing to Geo. Herrlein and E.
Boden. Telegraphed to Herrlein that the
Col. Merckel Troupe could be mustered
out at once - No news on the city.
\]

\[\]

\[\]

\[\]

\[\]

\[\]

\[\]

with May Done. We to the camp and
to the Spring. The water comes out
of the wells in large quantities and is
not frosty. You cannot hide your hand in
it. It is thoroughly clarified with sulphur.
The rock about it is a fine bedrock by
the Spring. Shepherds take a beautiful
sheet of water - forge leis in it through
at Omela strangely of sulphur - It is
evenly a little, very from that lake - May D.
told one of the news of the wife of
the wife of the Wet. And the Bishop preaches the
service, evening on Saturday. The car drove
in Monday, and married a lady of the
Bishop on Tuesday - all without the
knowledge of her husband. Minnie counts.
should not have the power they have.
I attend the theatre in the evening. A
beautiful theatre it is, Georgian and Anglo-
ian - far as any other have the Amphi-
ments for scenery. Not as grand or as
strong. The Theatre of Lemon was
played - the King was a fine box
played by Bailey - A daughter of Olney
played Mary. Stroke, play well done.
Halsey came I called on Mr. Roe in the evening, and also went to see the artist. Purchased some photographs for my little darling. I commenced a letter to Helen. Nothing new in the city. I met Mr. Rose at 8. A few came, and we knew what should be of us. No report from Mayoral.[299]

Now we're all in nursing of Pictet & Bridger. Like them through easily. But a telegram & face went. Recommend stay the little one of Morden & Carl Lewis.

I have listened to, as an example, the sound of a paper box fired on Allen, but also and the note was through the form of the door and discharged five bombs three of which went off. The congregation had an appearance of intelligence beyond my expectation, but few of them were dressed as missionaries in some district, S[treets]. There was not a man who wore his hat higher than the head of the President. I concluded they were a poor defeated set, and cannot long hold out.

After dinner rode with Holley to Long D. to dinner - and other of their, called on Mr. Hamilton & Mr. D. Made little note to ride with or.

Mr. Fleck called on Mr. Wood -可用于的话] to Porter and to Mr. Brown. With her. Also two - called on Mr. Mapes -

Not in the Washington (Smith) the course.

I was an illiterate, a discourse on
Monday June 26th

Included the Ordnance Dept. and Medical Dept at Camp. Ordnance under St. Jerome in good condition - but needing much repair - soldiers of 2nd Cavalry turn in with shirts all cut off from shoulder.

A member of California Troopers good if put in depot - a lot of good for nothing stuff. Plenty of ammunition will stone.

All kinds of corn powder, gunpowder, shotgun powder, cord and other

Work shop in crew common close anyway.

Established at Stone Corner near the Army.

Officer there - one of army to be attached by all. - The Artillery is on 1st 2nd 10 to point me, an all - firing - he round 1.20 and 3.83 in need of power. Preparation for insufficient ammunition. No copies of inspection reports. So the gun store is 7.20 to us

The officer seems to be an army man.

A good trooper would put this together in order soon.

The Hospital in fair condition as told be Surgeon Hamilton in my opinion an efficient man. A home for indigent citizens. The patients will be the patients are in the street before they will care for them. At least one due to do - about six of them - several who have lost their lives by pest, one a deserter, one poor lazy fellow who evidently cannot take care of himself - he claimed to be a deserter from Pennsylvania alone.

- Major Collins for advices - (Ordnance Officer detached for the west in a letter from the Army on which Lt. George was sent to the 187th S. C. I think it right that the hospital should not be turned over Long Hospital - The plan of the present service here of supplying milk - the owner a cow and coke the hospital will at a dollar a day and have through for himself - he recommended Dr. H. to do the same. If he did well on it - to bring the cow for the use of hospital. He to Shorey. Conners away some of the cows.}
Hospital Newton seems to be an efficient Nurse - Medicine getting along.

Took dinner with Greene. He had a letter from the Committee - lots of money gone on a greedy bear show a week or 2 ago.

Fielding and Phillips - Mr. Fielding was Sir Henry's banker. Phillips taken out as an enemy two days ago. Saw him twice.

We went to the party and saw the 'fair ladies of the town' and the 'fair ladies of the town' - lots of officers present - a neat affair. The best-looking girls were pretty discomfited - a piece of 18 Straws - I danced with a Miss Greene. Ray, B. Macfie in the set.

Tuesday, June 26th 1848.

Nothing particular all day. Went with B. Ray to the hot springs and looked about before breakfast. Mattock giving him a letter for Wootton. I also wrote to Mrs. Annie Jane to Wootton - I sent a card on Mr. Wootton and also on Mrs. Wootton - Mrs. Millward - Mrs. Mort - G. D. S. - have a long talk with them on church and the business. Mrs. Mort (the mayor) spoke to him about why

the Mr. Ashley M. and his also went in to see the US Navy. Him, that he would the Constitutionality of the law prohibiting polygamy, which in the state - the boys talk a lot on a dozen cases that they think it unconstitutional. The trouble I think it is to get a jury to arrive on indictment - they seem pleased with the statement that the regulars were sworn to be here - to tell them if one army come here it would just upon the country. - They talked way kindly. They do not think modern trial according to order but assumed the position

And a splendid letter from Miss Annie. Miss Annie have the Rievers or answer to my last letters to Maynor, - and still down East. And a long talk with Greene on matters. One about they would going for some Mr. to camp the town. Before Greene. It had been at a dancing house. Then - possibly at 150 per month. Annie think him interested in the contract. But except of course with them - Not a letter from Mr. Simonsister who is now in a soldier in the Civil Safety. The weather up
Monday, June 27th, 1866

Remained about town all day. The sun was hot. We heard a telegraph line open to N\%W. Went down to Camp in the afternoon to see a train of Conv. supplies embroiled.

About time lessee - Aon. 4th, Tathre was given in as the man that was killed for procuring a draft for Bushvally. Moore would not let him go. We are the men that are to institute the proper of action for Bushvally,

Nothing new in Camp. Dear Sir,

Should be packed differently should be

Dear Sir,

Dear Sir,

Thursday, June 28th, 1866

Wrote some letters to Mr. Cooper, Mr. Red, Mr. Brown, Mr. everyone, Miss... I don't know what to say.

Dear Sir,

Dear Sir,

Drew my pay from Mr. S. Dec 1865.
Tuesday June 22d—Sent a portion of the morning's cattle town, and put my things in Frederic and took to Bush Valley with Princess Bronson. No one else before I left. Stanley thinks of going to Montana or somewhere. Hoping to hear from him soon. The morning of sun of twenty men in the North Platte by sundial, the sun fort. Hope it is out and see the passage that the army will have passed the river. Of Schuylerville near its impossible it will be housed from here.

Friday June 25th
Up early. Counted my stock—all in fine condition. Broke fast and then went hunting in a boat on the pond—nice a nice time. The force is once there been formed by a water show a few years ago. One thing certain it true no out but to be seen one drove up and very many some quantity of Tootie's gone on the with. The shot soon closed. 1) Bunch (2) Eclipse (3) Eclipse (4). I've seen. 1). Much Pen. (1) Ann got a lot of fresh Eggs. Wild duck and
Mill - Own Mill about five miles from the Bench - in a beautiful Valley - one and a half miles from Stockton. This Mill was built by a Briton - he was quite young - the men on the farm somewhere. The shaft for the big wheel was built entirely of iron. It was intended to be used in the shaft of an engine. The shaft is an overshot wheel - and the bolts are made from cast iron. Suspended there were heavy iron wheels - in the center of the shaft there was a large wheel. The iron wheels were about three feet in diameter. The men were projected and given licenses to them and let them go prospecting. The officers all have claims in these mines. The officers, while on duty, found some gold in the employ of someone else. The officers brought police along from the Bench for the story. Company. The company had drilled some holes and when the water was too deep they gave up. The company left the mine. The company went to Parkhouse's mine. The mines are all a puzzle in my opinion. I would not give ten dollars for them all. The man from the mountains is poor. The Dinteh Burte is close by. He gave my respected Buckvalley farms close valley. But more story...
The sun was set to see the little devils that excited the rush to rally to soft pads of water from the rock. Levees, almost as though it were artificial, broke into a sea of the sea. The false pretense, the false mountains, the false sky, in fact, in all. We cut our hands off and locked it to the cor. and we attempt to take it to the mining district. It exhibited - it returned to camp. Enough to tell - I learned the dusk there to show the distance for the season on summer heat. After dinner we started for the lake. It was nice driving - a stage of boat broke and settled in the lake. Two buckets of boat water make one of pure salt. The salt is so thick in the water that you cannot swim - and it lies on your back - you float like a cork. It is difficult to swim on it for one does not lie deep enough. The water and the body being so much colder to put your head down, you enjoy it. We used to swim quite boldly. I got

one eye full of it - and also another comes in to one nostril - it is so salty that it is very unpleasant. One anyone - for looks clear. One cor on the bottom when the water is full feet. A nice clear sandy bottom when we went in - the cor was close. "Pipples" in the water, and plenty of cor out on the top of the water - he had cor - such cor to brood over after we came out. Where ever we took out they would be a film of salt - clumps white. I felt very much2 up here and no limitation after the cor. The island Antelope Island in the lake in a fine looking island. It is close to the church deep among those islands. We roched off that about 8 PM. Friend Hiley has got left - very glad. [Ferret a very long letter from Elma - one from unnamed]

Play a letter from Emma concerning me against trading without consent.

- I attended the Theatre - My friend Donn's benefit. Miss last night at Alt Lake - one play the Pope of Rome.
good house. B. Huns. Met and seated with her senior wife (vivise) — I 
Coutts is of the girls on the seat. The 
feeling continued to some of them in one 
of the boxes and amusing — Joe tug (as 
Ike and one hollister) — enorme true — on 
the Imo, going to at Bridget, 
I have to reach Peto or them by 
flight on his couch. or — Buenos going 
to Bridget Monday, deysthang to Know 
beautiful night, Go, tonic — 

Sunday July 1st 1866 
A beautiful sky, silence and silence 
Church. [wrote a letter to my little one], now 
commence a heavy letter to Bill Thrasher 
giving him statements If offers about 
the Excising. To the dinner with Mrs 
Nee. Go D — present — he came a 
some hour and did not properly, and 
Anthony. Indiferent them about 8:4, 
sending Nit for to fight the train 
(as) — He live not considerate Mr. 
Joy. I think the two is wrong to 
let these little ones be done — though

it never has been otherwise here. 
He took a nice dinner — Mr. R. knowing 
the not tolterate — did nothing in the 
orsening but all the more ones. But 
Hollister a lawyer. The title one he 
was going to take a test case of 
the prohibition refusing up to the Ad 
Orpam Court — and how the question 
related — He says the formulas went tem 
not do it and hesitate only on the per 
son he charges 3500.00 — But to much 
in my opinion — I do not think a 
possessor can be taken up to the Ad 
Court to get a declaration — I do not 
see how the question is to be believe 
until a District jury can be found to 
give the interpretation — Beautiful 
right — North pine — slight melody — [D 
widow often down in Etern] 

Monday July 2nd 
went to H Cole Spring for a boat the 
first thing in the morning — a 
fine time. No news of the person 
finishing my letters to Sherman — one
On Thursday. Good day. But nothing new happened. The railroad is short of labor. A good thing for

Wednesday, July 3rd 1861.

A fine day. But nothing new happened. The railroad is short of labor. A good thing for

Today, the men who say it is true, [but a letter also to Mr. Annie] have arrived. A letter to Foster.

Nothing new occurred yesterday. Nothing new occurred today. We are in the sun but cool enough in the shade.

Miss Allen wrote to me the other day to instruct the boy going on in Camp to watch over them. I hope to catch them. Miss Allen wrote a letter on the Fourth in the evening. She had a nice visit with Mrs. and Miss Jones. She was very intelligent and pleasant. Miss Allen and I went out for a photograph after dinner. I took note of her - beautiful at last.

Her father's, Mr. T., wrote a letter to Mr. and Mrs. Jones.
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"President" Young, Elder Taylor, Elder Kimball, Elders Little, we are all danced.

One enjoyed it apparently very much.

During the meeting President Young, Elder Jones, Elder M excellent and Elder Ayres.


No. 7. L. D. C. I. and Elder Perry, and Elder Perry's wife.

Perry's first visit. Mentioned a number of things all seemed to mingle very pleasantly.

Supper was served below the dancing room. A good supper plenty of dessert.

I was served with a dish which I knew Becker who was asked to President Young.

Bingham asked a fine blessing - no objection.

The dance continued until daylight. I enjoyed it much.

The music was splendid. The dances were all executed very well.

Nothing about the Queen.

The German or any other dance.

Elder Becker a part of their religion.

Elder Perry politely invited me to call on him. I was on one end when

ever I felt like it. He said I could have his house and carriages if I wanted one. He said he would not charge one.

The party all in all was a very pleasant one. I enjoyed it very much.

I think these people who are in the German women of prostitutes is much harm. They are not whose.

To associate with them will do much to look upon their false doctrines of polygamy.

I have with let L. D. C. I. know. A little on the subject. Jane well informed.

Bingham wishes me to be impressed with his treatment. For I know he has been much annoyed to think I felt so I did about his treatment. Miss Julia Ten, says they tellers of it.

We never by telegraph except some

May not hear from them a long time.
July 4th 1866

The day we celebrate went too fast, and we are all very tired. The weather is fine, and the day seems to have passed without much notice.

Blunt and another received a letter from their father, which contains some good news. Their health is improving, and they are looking forward to the weather improving.

I cannot imagine how a man can survive for over a month in the heat. However, I am happy to hear that some of the men have been able to receive letters from home.

I did not hear the news of the engagement, but it seems that the gentleman is in good health. I hope he will be able to return home soon.

I was very happy to receive a letter from home, and I am looking forward to receiving more news soon.
Amer. Indians
Extra pay to Soldiers
Expiration of yello
End smallpox outbreak
Address:
Poluny Key
North Carolina

An excuse to put it into some force
to at 42% for an after a month or 28 months
great favor. The task has finish up to
the heights before term.

When he come home he was poor.
Now he apparently is sick - married a
poor pike I presume flesh. And presents
I was not of December 18.